
l CUSTOM MADE DIAMOND TOOLING
 FOR WOODWORKING
l CUSTOM MADE PROFILE SANDING SYSTEMS

OPTIMAXXX
DIAMOND JOINTERS

OPTIMAXXX
DIAMOND SAW BLADES

TURBOSAND
SANDING SYSTEM

OPTIMAXXX
DIAMOND ROUTERS

TURBOFLEX PRO
SANDING SYSTEM



Custom Made Diamond Tools

CNC Diamond Profile Routers

Diamond OptimaXXX Jointers

Diamond Cutters for Dooring Industry

CNC Diamond OptimaXXX Routers

Diamond Cutters for Furniture Industry

Diamond OptimaXXX Saw Blades

Diamond High Speed Profile Cutters
with Quick Release System

CNC Diamond T-Slot Routers

CNC Diamond 
Adjustable Routers



Sanding Systems

TurboFlex Pro

Precise as technology can get

The TurboSand RP head was built specifically to sand raised 
panels. Using abrasive Turbocaps, the Turbosand RP head mini-
mizes heat and dust build-up. It runs cooler so it can last longer. 
This system will produce a beautifully sanded surface which will 
allow your parts to go right into the finishing department.

Turbosand produces a clean, perfectly cut edge and eliminates 
the problems of dust build-up and burning. Turbosand is 
availabe at different diameters and for various applications.

Dangerous curves handled with ease

TurboFlex Pro is a new patent pending development of Turbo-
sand. It is a brush-backed abrasive flap sander, but with a new 
feature. The brush and the abrasive are profiled to match your 
profile. This feature produces a higher quality and more uniform 
sanding of a profiled surface. After the abrasive wears away, the 
abrasive refill can be indexed to expose fresh abrasive without 
replacing. After the second abrasive surface is worn, only the 
abrasive needs to be replaced and the brush can be used again 
and again.

TurboFlex is a reliable, very simple to use brush-backed sanding 
system. It is used in sanding applications such as surface finish-
ing flat panels, moulding (various widths), back cuts on raised 
panels and outside edges. It can be installed on any sanding 
spindle.

TurboFlex
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l Diamond Tooling:
	 l saw blades
 l routers
 l cutters
 l jointers
 l CNC-tooling

l Regrinding Service

l Sanding Systems
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